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1 Introduction

Due to the numerous advantages of cloud computing technology such as flexibility, cost efficiency, location independent resource pooling, and transference of risk, cloud computing seems to be the next generation architecture of IT enterprise. Recent advances in hosted cloud computing and storage technology have increased the chance of offering a database service as an outsourced service. In the Database-As-a-Service (DAS) model [1], data and its management are outsourced to a third party service provider. Amazon’s RDS and Microsoft’s SQL Azure are the two well-known cloud database services proposed DAS model [2].

In data outsourcing scenarios, a not fully trusted third party stores and manages the data. This scenario faces new security challenges including confidentiality and correctness verification. An untrusted service provider may access or distribute unauthorized data and so violate the confidentiality of the sensitive data.
The verification approach should be sound and complete. The soundness means if the return result is a correct result to a query, then the verification approach identifies it as a correct result. The verification approach is complete if $SP$ can generate a $VO$ of a correct result for every query where the approach identifies it as a correct result to the query. To demonstrate the soundness and completeness of this approach, it is modelled through the transition system and verified through the Linear Temporal Logic.

The contributions of this work are threefold: first, an infinite counting bloom filter support delete operation is proposed without false negative; second, the previous behaviour of service provider is employed to calculate the trust value in a service provider which does not rely on cryptographic tools that impose low overhead; and third, a formalism is provided to verify this approach. The linear temporal logic is used to specify and verify the soundness and completeness properties of this approach. The efficiency of this proposed approach is confirmed by the simulation results.

The related works are reviewed in Section 2. Some primitives are introduced in Section 3 to describe this proposed approach. The proposed approach is described in Section 4. The correctness probability is defined in Section 5 where how this approach provides probabilistic correctness verification is presented. The modelling approach and a formal proof on the completeness and soundness properties are discussed in Section 6. Empirical evaluation is explained in Section 7. And article concludes in Section 8.

2 Related Works

The existing approaches for correctness verification are of three categories: correctness verification based on authentication data structures, correctness verification based on digital signatures, and probabilistic correctness verification.

2.1 Correctness verification based on authentication data structure

Merkel Hash Tree (MHT) is an authentication data structure used in several approaches [4–6]. The MHT is constructed on a data set in a manner where its root maintains the authenticity of the whole set. Supporting freshness of query results is a disadvantage of this approach due to the high cost of data update.

Goodrich et al. [4] used the MHT to verify query result correctness. They divided MHT recursively into $O(\log^* n)$ levels. All nodes in these specific levels are signed by the owner. With respect to the received query, $SP$ transmits some of these signatures with associated hash values as $VO$ to the client. This approach provides correctness verifiability of query result for range queries of one-dimension. However, their approach is not efficient to execute $UPDATE$
queries since the imposed overhead depends on the database size. To verify freshness, they proposed an audit mechanism where the owner sends a brief history of database updates to the users. Who will be able to verify the freshness of query result in a batch. One major drawback of this approach is the necessity of the data owner’s cooperation in verifying freshness.

In [5], Lie et al. presented a scheme to store MHT in the secondary storage. The main idea is to store a MHT in a B+ tree, called Embedded Merkle Hash Tree (EMHT). Similar to MHT, here the owner signs the EMHTs root as well. This scheme only supports range queries and it requires the data owner’s cooperation to verify the freshness of the returned result.

A different mechanism based on authentication data structure is proposed by Pang et al in [9]. They proposed the VB-tree concept which is an extension of B-tree type of Merkle hash tree. In VB-tree, each internal node is signed by the owner. While processing a query, the server will identify the smallest subtree that envelopes all tuples in the result and will build a VO according to this subtree. In this mechanism, the VO size is proportional to the size of the query result. The main drawback here is the building of so many signatures that enforce high computation overhead at the owner’s side.

### 2.2 Correctness verification based on digital signature

In digital signature-based approaches [7–9], O signs the data in a granularity where it should be verified, and outsources data along with its signatures. These signatures are used to verify the correctness of the returned result.

Utilizing signature chaining and aggregation, [8] proposed a method to verify the correctness of return results. An MHT authentication structure is constructed over the attribute values of each tuple to provide efficient verification of result authenticity for the projection queries. Timestamps are used to provide freshness verifiability of the results. While this approach supports a wide range of queries, simulation results indicate its efficiency in comparison with some existing methods in terms of communication and computation overhead imposed on executing a query.

In [7], Narasimha and Tsudik proposed an approach to verify authentication and completeness of query result. Here, O signs database tuples to provide correctness assurance in the granularity of a tuple. They proposed a signature chaining scheme where a tuple signature is linked to the immediate predecessor tuple in an associated searchable attribute. This approach supports SELECT, UPDATE, and SET operation’s queries, efficiently; while, the freshness verification of query result is not supported.

Pang et al. [9] represented a scheme where O publishes a certified bitmap summary of recently updated records periodically. These periodic updates are used to maintain a fresh view of database instance. The service provider sends the query result with an aggregated signature as a VO. Although SELECT, UPDATE, and SET operation queries are supported by this approach, it does not support JOIN and PROJECT queries.

### 2.3 Probabilistic Correctness Verification

Some approaches by [10–12] propose probabilistic verification of query result, where C verifies the query correctness with some probability. These approaches do not support certain verification, but they are more applicable in lowering the overhead in real environment.

Sion [10] proposed a probabilistic approach to audit the query execution at the server side. This approach uses a challenge-response protocol, supported by a cryptographic proof, which generates a challenge for every query batch. In addition to the result of batch query, the server should determine the desired query to which the challenge is posed. A lazy server may perform query execution in a honest manner and just obtain the challenge response, so the correctness of server’s response is probabilistic.

Xie et al. [11][12] proposed a probabilistic approach by adding a number of fake tuples to the outsourced database. Fake tuples are generated through a deterministic function. Based on the fact that all the fake tuples satisfying the query conditions are returned by the server or not. The client verifies the completeness of query results. The authenticity auditing of query results rely on the encryption of outsourced data. To verify the results’ freshness, the data owner frequently modifies the outsourced database with some deterministic functions and checks the outsourced database status. If the server modifies the database based on the update queries, the data owner concludes with the probability that the server’s results are fresh. This approach adopts the unified client model, where the data owner and clients are the same. Moreover, it only verifies the completeness and freshness of the returned result. The authenticity is verified by the encryption that impose high overhead, e.g. calculate a query over encrypted data.

Ghasemi et al. in [13] proposed an approach where trust value towards service provider in inserting some fake tuples into outsourced database called Trust Based-Fake Tuples (TBFT) is of concern. Unified
client uses these fake tuples to verify the freshness and completeness of return result. When a correct result is received the trust value increases additively. On the other hand, wrong answers decreases the trust significantly. The authenticity verification of the return result relies on the encryption of outsource database. When there are some clients, this approach produces high overhead to create and execute cryptographic tools.

Unlike the previous works which are based on cryptographic tools, this proposed approach is based on trust and provides a probabilistic solution, which is more light-weighted. This approach is more realistic as it considers positive/negative past behaviour of \( SP \) for an efficient verification; while, in previous approaches \( SP \) is considered fully untrusted independent from its past behaviour.

3 Primitives

Some primitives used in describing this proposed approach are introduced in this section.

3.1 Infinite counting bloom filter

Bloom filter [14] is a probabilistic data structure, used to specify whether an element is a member of a set or not. A simple bloom filter does not support the delete operation. A new type of bloom filter, namely Infinite Counting Bloom Filter (ICBF) is proposed here that supports delete operation without false negative. In ICBF, each entry consists of a 3-bit counter and an initially set null pointer. Whenever the counter overflows, the pointer refers to another instance of 3-bits counter.

Figure 1 illustrates an ICBF, where three states of the ICBF are presented in the following phases: phase 1, the initial filter where the counters are not set and pointers refer to null; phase 2, where the first counter is set on 2 times and the second one is set on 5 times. Note: the pointers still refer to null. And phase 3, where the second counter is set on 10 times and as the maximum value that one counter can show is 7, the pointer refers to another 3-bits counter and the rest of values are preserved at this counter.

To insert an element in ICBF, the relevant counters will be incremented. The element is taken to \( k \) hash functions and mapped into \( k \) counter positions in ICBF. If all corresponding counter values are non-zero, the element has already been inserted. The false positive probability in ICBF is same as the Equation 1 where \( n \) is the number of inserted elements into the bloom filter so far, \( k \) is the number of hash functions, and \( m \) is the array length in bits. The false negative probability is zero since the decrementing of a counter occurs exactly when a delete operation is in process.

\[
\text{False Positive Probability} = (1 - [1 - \frac{1}{m}]^{kn})^k \quad (1)
\]

3.2 The Transition System

Transition systems (TS) are used to describe the behavior of this proposed approach. Each TS is a directed graph where nodes represent states and edges symbolize transitions. A transition system TS is a tuple \((S, Act, \rightarrow, I, AP, L)\) where \( S \) is a set of states, \( Act \) is a set of actions, \( \rightarrow \in S \times Act \times S \) is a transition relation, \( I \subseteq S \) is a set of initial states, \( AP \) is a set of atomic propositions, and \( L : S \rightarrow 2^{AP} \) is a labeling function.

3.3 Linear Temporal Logic

Linear temporal logic (LTL) [15] is a logical formalism appropriate for specifying the linear time properties. An LTL formula over the set of atomic propositions (AP) is formed according to the grammar

\[
\phi ::= \text{true} \mid a \mid \phi_1 \land \phi_2 \mid \neg \phi \mid \Diamond \phi \mid \phi_1 \cup \phi_2 \quad (2)
\]

where, \( a \in AP \).

The formula \( \Diamond \phi \) holds currently, if \( \phi \) holds in the next step. The \( \phi_1 \cup \phi_2 \) formula holds at the current moment, if there are some future moments where \( \phi_2 \) holds and \( \phi_1 \) would holds at all moments until that future moment.

The elementary temporal modalities are presented in most temporal logics, derived as follows:

- \( \Diamond \phi = \text{true} \cup \phi \text{ eventually (eventually in the future)} \)
- \( \Box \phi = \neg \Diamond \neg \phi \text{ always (now and forever in the future)} \)
By combining $\diamond$ and $\Box$, $\Box \diamond a$ (always eventually $a$) is obtained, stating that at any moment $j$ there is a moment $i \geq j$ where any visited state would satisfy $a$.

The semantics of an LTL-formula is explained with respect to a transition system. According to the satisfaction relation for the linear time properties, the LTL formula $\varphi$ holds in a state $S$ if all paths starting in $S$ satisfy $\varphi$. The transition system $TS$ satisfies the property $\varphi$ if all initial paths of $TS$-paths starting in an initial state $s_0 \in I$ satisfy $\varphi$.

In some reactive systems the fairness constraints are needed to verify the system linear temporal property. Verifying an LTL formulae can be devised under fairness constraints. Let $\varphi$ be a propositional logic formula over $AP$. An unconditional LTL fairness constraint is an LTL formula of the form $\text{fair} = \Box \diamond \varphi$. A fair path is a path that satisfies a fairness constraint. The $TS$ satisfies $\varphi$ under the LTL fairness assumption $\text{fair}$ if $\varphi$ holds for all fair paths originating from some initial states.

4 System Overview

The class diagram of this proposed system is shown in Figure 2. In this figure the system contains four classes; $O$, $SP$, $C$, and $U$, denoting the owner, service provider, client, and user, respectively. $O$ builds a metadata on his database and stores it on his own storage, and then outsources the database to $SP$. This is accomplished through initial_construction() function. There are some $U$s connected to a $C$ sending queries to it by send_query() function. After sending a query, they call receive_result() and wait for the result. $C$ calls transmit_query(), function for transmitting the query to $SP$ and waits for the result. The calculate_result() in $SP$ calls either generate_correct_result() or generate_incorrect_result() to generate correct or incorrect result to the query and send it to $C$.

To verify the result, $C$ generates a result_proof and sends it to $O$ through generate_result_proof() function. The result_proof determines the correctness ratio of the result. $O$ calls verify_result() function to prepare the answer of result_proof query based on the metadata stored in his site. Verification process in this proposed system includes execution of the generate_result_proof() and verify_result() functions. With respect to the returned result, $C$ runs calculate_correctness_probability() to calculate the correctness probability of the result. If this value passes the desired threshold, the result will be accepted and transferred to $U$ by result_accepted() function; otherwise, $C$ calls result_rejected() function, which resubmits the query to $SP$.

According to the correctness probability of the previous returned result, the update_trust_value() maintains the trust value $T$ in $SP$. Any correct result increases $T$ while an incorrect result decreases it. The value of trust $T$ in $SP$ affects the overhead of verification process. The more trust in the server, the less verification overhead.

One or more $U$ can be connected to one $C$ (see figure 2). One or more $C$ can be connected to one $SP$ and one $O$ as well.

4.1 System Behavior

With respect to the three main steps: initial construction, query processing, and result verification an in depth view of this proposed approach is presented in the following three subsections.

4.1.1 Initial construction:

To outsource a database with a relation schema $r(a_1, ..., a_n)$, for each $a_i$ as a searchable attribute, the three new attributes $H(\text{Prev}.a_i)$, $H(\text{Next}.a_i)$, and $H(a_i)$ are inserted to the schema $r$. $H(\text{Prev}.a_i)$ and $H(\text{Next}.a_i)$ describe the hash values of the previous and the next values of $a_i$ for each tuple, respectively; where $H(a_i)$ is the hash values of $a_i$. In the approach, a special collision-resistance hash function is used for two distinct values $m$ and $n$, $(m > n \Leftrightarrow H(m) > H(n))$. This function is proposed in [16] by Agrawal et al based on the division of each searchable attribute domain in several sub-domains. $O$ sorts tuples based on searchable attributes to specify the previous and next tuples for each one. Then the hash values of searchable attributes of these tuples are inserted in the new table with schema $r'(a_1, ..., a_n, ..., H(\text{Prev}.a_i), H(a_i), H(\text{Next}.a_i), ...)$.

Subsequently, for each tuple $t$, $\text{Hash}_t$ is inserted to the $\text{Bloom}(r)$. $\text{Hash}_t$ is computed as follows:

$$\text{Hash}_t = H(t.\text{Prev}.a_i)H(t.a_i)H(t.\text{Next}.a_i)$$

$$|H(t.\text{Prev}.a_i)H(t.a_i)H(t.\text{Next}.a_i)|$$

(3)

where, $|$ denotes the concatenation function, and $t.k$ is the value of attribute $k$ of tuple $t$. $O$ stores and maintains the $\text{Bloom}(r)$ as a metadata for each relation $r$ and outsources the associated relation $r'$ to $SP$.

4.1.2 Query processing:

For an arbitrary query $q \in \text{QuerySet}$, where $\text{QuerySet}$ is the set of valid queries, $SP$ computes a set $A$ of satisfying tuples based on the query conditions as a result set. Then, it sends them to $C$ with the hash values for each tuple as $VO$. 
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4.1.3 Result verification:

Consider a query selects the entire rows of the relation $r'$ where their $a_i$ values are in the range $[A_{\text{low}}, A_{\text{high}}]$ with $A_{\text{low}}$ and $A_{\text{high}}$ in domain $a_i$. $SP$ selects a set of tuples $A = \{r_1, ..., r_n\}$ where, $A = \{t \in r' \mid A_{\text{low}} \leq t.a_i \leq A_{\text{high}}\}$.

$SP$ sends $A$ accompanied with its corresponding $VO$ to $C$. Subsequently, $C$ uses trust value $T$ in $SP$ to determine the subset of $A$ as a result proof. Assuming $A'$ as the subset of $A$, for each row in $A'$, $C$ sends its associated hash value to $O$ through Equation 3. By using $Bloom(r)$, $O$ verifies whether the received tuples are correct or not. According to the $O$’s response, the probability of receiving a correct result is calculated and the trust value is updated. If the probability is judged under a predefined threshold, the result will be rejected.

The size of $A'$ is a fraction of size $A$ that depends on $T$. This relation can be linear or nonlinear. For the sake of simplicity, the assumption is that a linear relation between $m$ (size of $A'$) and $n$ (size of $A$), is determined by Equation 4:

$$m = \text{MAX}((1 - T) \ast n, m_{\text{min}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where, $\text{MAX}()$ is a function that return the maximum value of its inputs, and $m_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum value of $m$, since a minimum portion of returned result even from a fully trusted server must be verified. Here, $m_{\text{min}}$ is applied to emphasis on this point that may be a fully trusted service provider changes his behavior for some reasons, e.g. external attackers or hackers, the $m$ value states constant. So, a portion of the return result has always been verified by the data owner which provides ability to catch the attacks with high probability. Note that trust $T$ in server is a value between zero and one, a fully trusted server gets 1 and an untrusted server gets zero; case consequently the untrusted server implies verification of all tuples, and a fully trusted server decreases the verification overhead as it decreases the number of $m$.

As mentioned before, $C$ should maintains the $T$ value; therefore, after each verification process, the new trust value in $SP$ is calculated by $C$. The new trust value is the weighted mean of the old trust $T_{\text{old}}$ and correctness probability, of returned result. The correctness probability, is the probability by which the return result for $C$’s query is considered correct. Assume that $\beta$, the weight of $T_{\text{old}}$, is a number between 0 and 1. The new trust value, $T_{\text{new}}$ can be calculated as follow:

$$T_{\text{new}} = \beta \ast T_{\text{old}} + (1 - \beta) \ast \text{correctness probability}_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

4.2 Database updates

$SP$ and $O$ are involved in an updating operation. This operation requires the maintenance of the owner-side bloom filters. To update an outsource database two approaches are presented here. In the first approach, some metadata is stored in $O$, which is used to maintain the bloom filters up to date with respect to the last state of the outsourced database. In the second, everything except bloom filters are outsourced to $SP$ and update operations are carried out through a multi-round protocol between $SP$ and $O$.

In a dynamic environment where data is updated in the outsourced database, the bloom filters at the owner-side should be updated as well. One solution is when $O$ keeps a sorted list of hash values for each searchable attribute. Now, when a value changes, the sorted lists are used to compute $\text{Hash}$, based on Equation 3 for new inserted and old values. For an update, these values are updated in the owner-side bloom filters. This approach is useful when the updating frequency is high or when the size of outsourced database is much bigger than the size of searchable attributes. Consider applications like Youtube or Netflix. They store a great amount of multimedia data while users query on metadata of the stored multimedia files (for example on the title, keywords, or date of a video recording). In these applications, $O$ can outsource a great amount of data to $SP$ and keep the hash of metadata at its side.

In the second approach, $O$ only keeps the bloom filters. Updating includes inserting the new values and deleting the old values. Consider a table with $m$
searchable attributes. To insert a tuple, \( SP \) calculates the real position of insertion along all \( m \) searchable attributes. The pair of adjacent tuples in each searchable attribute is then returned to \( O \) for each searchable dimension. Since tuples are linked by the hash values, \( O \) uses these pairs of adjacent tuples to verify the position of the new tuple. Inserting a new tuple leads to recomputing the \( Hash_t \) of each adjacent tuple. To do this, \( SP \) sends the hash of other \( m - 1 \) searchable attributes to the client. To maintain owner-side bloom filter, \( O \) uses this proposed result verification process to verify the returned tuples. Then, the adjacent tuples’ hash values are used to compute \( Hash_t \) of the new tuple. Moreover, the \( Hash_t \) for the adjacent tuples are updated, including the new tuple hash value. At last, the new tuple \( Hash_t \) is inserted and the adjacent \( Hash_t \) tuples are updated in the owner-side bloom filters. Due to lack of space, here no explanation is given on the delete operation which is similar to the insert operation.

5 Probabilistic Correctness

The probabilistic view of correctness in our approach is due to the amount of trust value in \( SP \) as well as the false positive of bloom filters. As the correctness includes authenticity, completeness, and freshness, the definition of probabilistic authenticity, probabilistic freshness, and probabilistic completeness must be specified. Based on the definitions, the manner of their support through this approach is presented as follows:

**Definition 1. Probabilistic-authenticity**

The returned result to client \( C \) is \( p_c \)-probable authentic, if and only if at least \( p \) percent of the returned tuples have been generated based on \( O \)’s outsourced data and have not been tampered with.

**Lemma 1.** Let \( n \) be the size of the result \( A \), \( m \) be the size of result_proof request \( A' \), \( T \) be the value of trust in \( SP \), and \( authenticity\_ratio \) be the value of result_proof response. For client \( C \), the returned result is \( p_c \)-probable authentic, where

\[
p_c = \frac{(n - m) \times T + m \times authenticity\_ratio}{n}
\]  

(6)

**Proof.** The bloom filter stored at \( O \) shows the authentic state of outsourced database. Let \( A' \) be a portion of the entire returned result \( A \). According to this proposed approach \( C \) sends \( A' \) to \( O \), and \( O \) verifies the authenticity of \( A' \).

The \( authentication\_probability \) of the result is calculated as follows:

\[
authentication\_probability = \frac{\text{the portion of result which is certainly authentic}}{\text{the entire result}}
\]

\( authentication\_probability \) indicates the probability of the result’s authenticity which is a number between 0 and 1. \( C \) sends \( m \) tuples to \( O \). \( O \) checks the existence of \( A' \) in the corresponding bloom filters. If one member of \( A' \) is not in the bloom filters, the entire result is rejected. On the other hand, if the corresponding bloom filters contain all the members of this subset, to \( O \), this portion of result is authentic. So the \( authenticity\_ratio \), specified by \( O \), is calculated as follows:

\[
authenticity\_ratio = \begin{cases} 
1 - FP & \text{if the result is authentic} \\
0 & \text{if the result is not authentic}
\end{cases}
\]

where, \( FP \) is the false positive probability of bloom filter.

With respect to \( O \)’s response, \( C \) expects that \( m \times authenticity\_ratio \) percent of returned result to be authentic. Moreover, due to the definition of \( T \), \( C \) expects that \((n - m) \times T\) portion of returned result to be authentic as well. In conclusion, with the probability obtained through Equation 6, \( C \) is sure that the returned result is authentic. With respect to definition 1, this proposed approach is \( p_c \)-probable authentic where, \( p_c \) is equal to \( authentication\_probability \) and it is a digit between 0 and 1.

To explain more about this lemmas, the following example is presented:

**Example 1.** Suppose that the number of tuples in the return result is 32, the number of client request is 10, trust in \( SP \) is 50%, and false positive ratio of bloom filter is zero. What is the authentication probability of the return result?

Based on this proposed approach the client sends 10 tuples to the data owner. The bloom filter false positive ratio is zero, so if the data owner confirms the authenticity of the request, the client assures that these 10 tuples are absolutely authentic. On the other hand the client’s trust in service provider is 50%, based on the history of \( SP \)’s behavior; 50% of its results are authentic. In conclusion, from the 22 tuples remain, 11 tuples are authentic. Client is sure about 21 tuples (11+10), that is the authentication probability of return result is 21/32. This corresponds to Equation 6.

**Definition 2. Probabilistic-freshness**

The returned result to client \( C \) is \( p_c \)-probable fresh,
if and only if at least \( p \) percent of returned tuples have been generated based on the latest instance of outsourced data.

**Lemma 2.** Let \( n \) be the size of result \( A \), \( m \) be the size of result-proof request \( A' \), \( T \) be the value of trust in \( SP \), and \( authenticity \_ratio \) be the value of result-proof response. For client \( C \), the returned result is \( p_c \)-probable fresh, where

\[
p_c = \frac{m \times freshness \_ratio}{n}
\]  

**Proof.** ICBF is a bloom filter that supports delete and insert operations. So, it is used in this approach to store the latest state of outsourced database. Due to this property of ICBF, when \( O \) generates the result-proof response, it not only verifies the authenticity but also the freshness of the result. Based on definition 2, the freshness probability is the same as authentication probability calculated in lemma 1.

**Definition 3. Probabilistic-completeness**

The returned result to client \( C \) is \( p_c \)-probable complete, if and only if at least \( p \) percent of tuples satisfying the query conditions are included in the returned result.

**Lemma 3.** Let \( n \) be the size of result \( A \), and \( m \) be the size of a subset of result \( A' \) (selected by \( C \) to check the completeness of result). For client \( C \), the returned result is \( p_c \)-probable complete where,

\[
p_c = \frac{m}{n}
\]  

**Proof.** Completeness verification is issued by \( C \) as follows:

\[
\forall t' \in A', (\exists t \in A, t'.H(Prev.a_i) = H(t.a_i) \lor H(t'.Prev.a_i) < A_{low}) \land \\
(\exists t \in A, t'.H(Next.a_i) = H(t.a_i) \lor H(t'.Next.a_i) > A_{high})
\]  

Equation 9 checks whether for every tuple \( t' \) in \( A' \) there exist not any previous and next tuples with respect to the value of \( a_i \) in \( A \) or not. If yes, the returned result to client \( C \) is probably complete, where the completeness_probability \( c \) is specified by Equation 8.

Consider a state where the result \( A \) is empty. \( C \) cannot select a subset of \( A \) as \( A' \). To verify correctness of empty results, \( SP \) sends a special tuple to \( C \). Once again suppose that a query selects an entire row of the relation \( r' \), where its \( a_i \) value is in \([A_{low}, A_{high}]\) range.

If the result of query is empty, there is a tuple \( t'' \) in \( r' \) where, \( H(t''.Prev.a_i) < H(A_{low}) < H(A_{high}) < H(t''.Next.a_i) \). Now, when the result is empty, the \( SP \) sends the hash values of attributes of \( t'' \) to \( C \). After the verification process, \( C \) is sure that \( t \) is in outsourced database and the result of query should be empty. Moreover, the correctness_probability \( c \) is one.

In conclusion, for client \( C \) this proposed approach is \( p_c \)-probably complete (definition 3) where, \( p_c \) is equal to completeness_probability \( c \).

**Definition 4. Probabilistic-correctness**

The returned result to client \( C \) is \( p_c \)-probable correct, if and only if it is \( p_c \)-probable authentic, \( p_c \)-probable fresh, and \( p_c \)-probable complete.

**Theorem 1.** For client \( C \), the returned result is \( p_c \)-probable correct where, \( 0 \leq p_c \leq 1 \).

**Proof.** According to lemma 1, lemma 2, and lemma 3 this proposed approach for client \( C \) is \( p_c \)-probable correct, \( p_c \)-probable fresh, and \( p_c \)-probable complete where, \( p_c \), \( p_c' \), and \( p_c'' \) are digits between 0 and 1. It can be deduced that \( p_c = MIN(p_c', p_c'', p_c''') \) percent of returned result is authentic, fresh, and complete. Where \( MIN() \) is a function that returns the minimum value of its inputs.

Based on probabilistic_correctness definition (definition 4), for client \( C \) this proposed approach is \( p_c \)-probable correct where, \( 0 \leq p_c \leq 1 \) is equal \( MIN(p_c', p_c'', p_c''') \).

## 6 Modelling the Proposed System

The soundness and the completeness of this proposed approach is approved in this section. This approach is sound if the verification approach identifies a correct return result as a correct result and is complete if it verifies every correct result. To demonstrate these properties, this approach is modelled using the transition system and is verified trough LTL (see Figure 3). The states are represented by ovals and transitions by labeled edges. The state names are depicted inside the ovals. The initial states are indicated by having an incoming arrow without a source.

The state space is \( S = \{ \text{wait, generate_query, calculate_result, generate_correct_result, generate_incorrect_result, generate_result_proof, verify_result, result_accepted, result_rejected} \} \). The set of the initial states is \( I = \{ \text{wait} \} \). The action set is \( Act = \{ \text{transmit_query, send_result, send_proof, } \tau \} \) where, the client action transmit_query denotes transferring user query to \( SP \), send_result is
an action for sending query result to the client, and send_proof is for sending a proof query to the owner. Here the actions with no further interest, e.g. how SP generate correct or incorrect result, are all denoted by the distinguished action symbol \( \tau \). Assuming the reliability of communication links, when a message is sent to a destination, it would reach if eventually.

There are 13 transitions in this newly developed system. An example is

\[(\text{generate\_query}, \text{send\_query}, \text{calculate\_result}) \in \rightarrow\]

In this transition system, whenever SP generates a correct result, it will be accepted by C because of the bloom filter function. On the other hand, if SP generates an incorrect result, it will be either accepted or rejected by C, due to the false positive of bloom filter and the newly developed probabilistic approach for correctness verification. The probabilistic approach discussed in Section 5.

The set of propositions \( AP \) is always chosen subject to the characteristics of interest. Notations for atomic propositions of the proposed transition system are presented in table 1.

The labeling function \( L \) defines a \( L(s) \subseteq 2^{AP} \) set of atomic propositions for any states \( s \). Here, \( L(s) \) stands for the atomic propositions where \( a \in AP \) of which are satisfied by the state \( s \). The labeling function of the transition system shown in Figure 3 is defined as follows:

\[L(s) = \{s\} \cap AP\]

6.1 Completeness and soundness property of the proposed approach

A formalism which can proof the soundness and completeness of the proposed approach is provided here. The transition system is described and a formalism should be selected. Because the soundness and completeness properties are linear in time, LTL, which is appropriate for specifying linear time properties is selected. The properties are expressed by LTL, and indicate that the proposed approach satisfies them.

6.1.1 Completeness property:

This proposed approach is complete if it verifies every \( p_c \)-probable C’s query result as a \( p_c \)-probable correct result. The system response to each query \( q \in \text{QuerySet} \) and finally enters the result_accepted state. The completeness property can be represented by \( \Box(q \rightarrow \Diamond \text{result\_accepted}) \) formula.

Consider the transition system of the proposed approach presented in Figure 3, there is one path starting with initial state \( \text{wait} \) in the transition system that does not satisfy completeness property. This paths is

\[\text{Path 1: } \text{wait} \rightarrow \text{generate\_query} \rightarrow \text{calculate\_result} \rightarrow \text{generate\_incorr\_result} \rightarrow \text{generate\_result\_proof} \rightarrow \text{verify\_result} \rightarrow \text{result\_rejected} \rightarrow \text{generate\_query} \rightarrow \text{calculate\_result} \rightarrow \text{generate\_incorr\_result} \rightarrow \ldots\]

Path 1 is an unrealistic situation where SP always generates incorrect results, not fair in real situation. With respect to Path 1, it is concluded that the completeness property \( \Box(q \rightarrow \Diamond \text{result\_accepted}) \) cannot be established, since SP can always generate an incorrect message.

If SP is assumed to be fair enough to generate_correct_result and generate_correct_result with positive probability, this unrealistic case can
Table 1. Notations for atomic proposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Atomic proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>generate_query</code></td>
<td>C generates a query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>calculate_result</code></td>
<td>SP calculates the result of query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>generate_correct_result</code></td>
<td>SP generates a p-probable correct result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>generate Incorrect_result</code></td>
<td>SP generates a result which is not p-probable correct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>generate_result_proof</code></td>
<td>C generates a proof request for the result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>verify_result</code></td>
<td>O verifies the result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>result_accepted</code></td>
<td>The result is accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>result_rejected</code></td>
<td>The result is rejected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be ignored by the means of an unconditional LTL fairness assumption where,

\[ \text{fair} = \square (\text{generate \_ correct \_ result} \land \square (\text{generate \_ incorrect \_ result}). \]

It is not difficult to check this state since now

\[ TS \models \square (q \rightarrow \text{result \_ accepted}) \] (10)

### 6.1.2 Soundness property:

This proposed approach is sound if it identifies a p-probable C’s query result as a p-probable correct result. Whenever the system gets the result accepted state, the result is bound to be p-probable correct. This property can be described by a formula of \( \square (\neg \text{result \_ accepted} \land \square (\text{generate \_ incorrect \_ result})) \) type. All the paths beginning in `wait` do satisfy this property. So,

\[ TS \models \square (\neg \text{result \_ accepted} \land \square (\text{generate \_ incorrect \_ result})) \] (11)

## 7 Implementation and Result

This approach is simulated and compared with Goodrich et al.’s MHT-based, Narasimha and Tsudik’s signature-based, and Noferesti et al.’s signature-based methods’ result. The table schema `SENSOR(SensorID, Loc, Tmp)` provided by a weather forecasting company is considered here. Each sensor has a unique `SensorID` located at a specific location `Loc` with periodic sampling of the temperature `Tmp`. `Loc` is considered as a searchable attribute. The simple `SELECT` queries which are uniformly distributed in the data space from the `SENSOR` table filled with 1000000 random records is executed here. The weight of `\( T_{old} \)` in 5 is initialized by 0.75. The minimum portion of returned result which is always verified is initialized by 0.1 of returned result. These values should be initialized based on environment specifications. We evaluate this proposed approach in three modes, when `SP` always generates a correct answer or correct result with 75%, 50%, or 25% probability.

The execution time of this approach is presented in Figure 4a. In the Narasimha and Tsudik’s approach,
SP sorts database per each searchable attribute in the table schema; in Noferesti et al.’s approach database is sorted according to the searchable attributes presented in the query condition, with no reliance on sort. The result verification in MHT-based approach contains executing several hash and concatenation functions along with verifying the root signature. On the contrary, the result verification in this approach is not constructed through the cryptographic tools; hence making this approach more light-weighted. One of the advantages is that when SP generates correct answers its communication overhead is too low.

The communication overhead of different approaches are compared in Figure 4b. Communication overhead refers to the volume of data transferred from or to a user except query result size. In the Narasimha and Tsudik and Noferesti et al.’s signature based approach VO contains two boundary values for each tuple in the result set. VO in the MHT-based approach contains its co-path to the root and the root signature, so its size is big. In our approach, when U receives an incorrect result, the query is resubmitted to SP and the result will be received afterwards. This fact indicates that when SP generates incorrect result the communication overhead is increased.

8 Conclusion

Database outsourcing scenario is a noteworthy approach to outsource data management to a service provider. In this trend, correctness assurance of query results is an important security issue to concerned about. A new approach which verifies the correctness of returned results efficiently is proposed here.

This proposed approach utilizes the trade off between security and efficiency. The previous behavior of service provider is applied to measure a trust value in SP. The amount of trust specifies the verification process overhead.

Client sends a portion of result to the data owner to verify the correctness of entire result. The size of this portion is determined by the trust value in SP. Here, O maintains some bloom filters showing the current state of outsourced database. With respect to these bloom filters, O verifies the portion of returned result which was chosen by C. If this portion is not in the bloom filters, the entire returned result will be rejected. Otherwise, the returned result is accepted by a probability, ejected by bloom filter’s false positive and the trust value in SP.

A transition system is defined to describe the behavior of the proposed system. Linear temporal logic (LTL) is used as a logical formalism suited for specifying linear time properties. The soundness and completeness properties of the verification algorithm are described by LTL. The transition system of the proposed approach satisfies these properties is expressed here.

An applicable and efficient data outsourcing approach is desired; therefore, the overhead of approach and supporting a wide range of queries are important and mandatory. Data structures’ types instead of ICBF which can be used to support the correctness verifiability of other more advanced query types are planned to investigate deeply in the future.
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